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Introduction

From a confusing assemblage of notes and letters of Dr. John Evans comes a report of the existence of a large meteorite in the Port Orford area of south-western Oregon. Dr. Evans, a geologist-explorer employed by the U. S. Government, conducted a survey of the Washington and Oregon Territories between 1851 and 1856. His final Oregon trip, made in 1856, was to Coos Bay and Port Orford on the southern Oregon coast.

Since 1859, when his discovery was made public, probably several hundred field parties have attempted to locate this meteorite. It is not surprising that none of the searches have been successful, for Dr. Evans' log of his trip makes no mention of a meteorite, and his directions in letters written after he returned to Washington, D. C., are vague and somewhat contradictory. For that matter, when Evans recalled the dimensions of the meteorite, he prefaced his remarks with this phrase: "I cannot speak with certainty." A critical analysis of the meager and conflicting data could well lead one to consider the possibility that the large mass commonly referred to as the "Port Orford meteorite" is a myth.

Several times within the past half century the phantom of this meteorite has been revived by printed articles. Hollister, 1963, wrote as follows:

* Published with the permission of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
"The Port Orford meteorite isn't the product of a sun-struck prospector's dream and it hasn't been spirited away. The searchers keep returning because they know a pallasite is still there. Because somewhere in the western slope of southern Oregon mountains lies an eleven-ton rock from outer space worth anywhere up to $2,200,000, and that evaluation in 1937 dollars. Today, thanks to inflation, the finder might even have a couple of million left for his pocket after squaring with Uncle Sugar."

Exaggerated statements, like the above, excite the public and encourage persons to undertake trips which expose them to physical hardships and to financial expenses they cannot afford.

Many of the accounts about this meteorite were written to stimulate the reader's imagination and to develop a desire to search for it, but these reports failed to give the reader the full facts. The majority of those who have searched for this meteorite would not have recognized it even if they had walked over it.

Between 1938 and 1950 Prof. J. H. Pruett got a "lot of mileage" out of some rather careless writing about the Port Orford meteorite. The press may have asked him to prepare a popular article; if so, it was logical for him to discuss an Oregon meteorite for Oregon readers. Without question, Prof. Pruett was responsible for much of the interest in this meteorite, but if he had never written about it, someone else would have done so. Pruett over-simplified the difficulties of finding the meteorite and played upon people's desires to gain fame by finding a rare object and be rewarded for the effort. There were errors in Pruett's reports which have become magnified through retelling.

La Paz (1951) noted errors, but unfortunately not enough attention has been given to his critical review of Pruett's articles. Pruett's errors were: (1) the date given for the discovery of the Port Orford meteorite; (2) the year that Dr. Evans died; (3) the weight of the specimen in the U.S. National Museum; and (4) the statement that the Smithsonian Institution had offered $1 per pound for almost any kind of meteorite.

Since we have criticized others, we must not overlook our part in what has happened. For years Henderson has felt rather strongly that the public has been misled by one-sided reports about the Port Orford meteorite. Although he has stated his views in scores of letters, these were not published. This was a mistake.

The purpose of this article is to publicize the facts as we see them and provide information for those interested in the background of this meteorite, or interested in searching for it.

Time may prove our opinions to be wrong, but possibly the best way to

\[1/\text{A meteorite composed essentially of the mineral olivine and metallic iron.}\]
locate the Port Orford meteorite is by searching among old documents and records for a possible notebook in which Dr. Evans may have made notations as he collected his specimens. Although that kind of search is not as much fun as walking over those wooded Oregon hills, it may be more helpful in finding the lost meteorite.

**Known Specimens of the Port Orford Meteorite**

Three museums have specimens labeled "Port Orford Meteorite." The largest sample weighs 24.2 grams (0.854 oz.) and is in the Smithsonian Institution (Figure 1). This one was in the collection of rocks and minerals Dr. Evans obtained in Oregon Territory in 1956 and examined by Dr. Charles T. Jackson, in Boston. After the specimen was identified as a meteorite, it remained in the Boston Natural History Society collections for about 60 years. In 1920 it was acquired by the Smithsonian Institution.
The triangular cut, lower left of Figure 1, may represent the spot from which was cut the 3.53 gram (0.125 oz.) sample now in K.K. Naturhistorischen Hofmuseums, Vienna. The 0.19 gram (0.007 oz.) bit in the India Geological Survey's collection, Calcutta, possibly was removed from one of the other four places where slivers of metal have been cut off. In addition to these cuts, some scrapings have been removed along one edge.

The specimen accessioned into the Smithsonian's collections is recorded as weighing 25 grams, but very likely the original weighing was not done on a precision balance. Today the specimen weighs 24.2 grams (less than one ounce).

The density of this specimen was found to be 6.30 gms/cm$^3$.\textsuperscript{2} Using the density of the metal phase from the Salta, Argentina, pallasite, as being probably the same as the metal in the Port Orford, and the average density of pallasitic olivines (Mason, 1963) for the olivine in this specimen, the calculated amount of olivine in this sample is about 30 percent.

Examination of the Port Orford specimen has revealed some significant features which may shed some light on its history: (1) The metal is not battered; (2) The olivine is bright and unusually free from alteration; and (3) The metal has numerous patches of fresh flight crust on it and in places these show delicate markings. These features indicate that this specimen was not removed from a large mass by a hammering operation. Also, it has not had long exposure to abrasion by running water or to weathering conditions in the soil. It is unwise to make a definite statement, but this evidence indicates that the meteorite is a comparatively recent fall, and if it is from western Oregon, where the climate is quite humid, it probably fell within the last 500 years.

\textbf{Historical Account of the Port Orford Meteorite}

Dr. Charles T. Jackson, a chemist in Boston, discovered the meteorite among a group of minerals which Dr. Evans collected in Oregon and brought it to the attention of the Boston Society of Natural History at its October 5, 1859, meeting. In the Proceedings of that Society (published in 1861) is the first published notice:

"... among some specimens recently received from Oregon Territory was a piece of meteorite containing crystals of olivine (and) yielding 9 percent of nickel. It was identical in appearance, and probably in composition, with the Pallas meteorite of Siberia; he though it not improbable

\textsuperscript{2} Pure iron has a density of 7.86. Native iron ranges between 7.4 and 7.8 because it frequently contains lighter inclusions.
that pieces may have fallen in the same meteoric shower in both countries, as has happened in other instances though less widely separated."

In two later meetings of the Society, Jackson read from letters Evans had written him from Washington. The first Evans letter, read November 2, 1859, stated:

"... the meteorite recently found in that Territory is identical with the Pallas meteorite of Siberia."

The second, read November 16, 1859, revealed:

"... (that) the mass, about 3 feet of which was above ground, was in the mountains, about 40 miles from Port Orford, on the Pacific, and easily accessible by mules. (And that) he hoped the society, as a body or individually, would take speedy and proper measures to secure its disposition by the Government in the Smithsonian Institution."

The next significant mention of this meteorite appeared in 1860 when W. K. Haidinger, authority on meteorites in Vienna, Austria, reported to the Vienna Academy that Mr. Nathanial Holmes of St. Louis had informed him about the great meteorite Dr. John Evans found on his latest expedition to Oregon. Haidinger (1860) said it was partly embedded in the earth and was larger than the Siberian Pallas iron and gave the locality as:

"It lies in the Rogue River Mountains, not very far from Port Orford, on the Pacific, about in 42° 35' North Latitude and 123° to 124° West Longitude."

In 1861 Haidinger again reported to the Vienna Academy:

"Of the iron mass from Oregon, mentioned in the session of July 5 of last year, news of which was obtained from a letter from Mr. Nathanial Holmes, of St. Louis, I have the honor to place in the Imperial Cabinet a piece weighing 3.53 grams,

\[
\text{3/ } 3.53 \text{ grams} = 0.125 \text{ oz.}
\]"
to forty miles from Port Orford, a village and port of entry on the Pacific coast, and obtained some pieces of metallic iron, which he broke off from a mass projecting from the grass-covered soil on the slope of the mountain. He was not aware of its meteoric nature until the chemical analysis was made, but the singularity of its appearance caused him to observe very closely its situation, so that when his attention was called to the subject he readily remembered the position, form, appearance, and magnitude of the mass and manifested the most lively interest in procuring it for the Government collection in the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, a duty I doubt not he would have been commissioned to perform had his life been spared.

"By the aid of information contained in letters to me perhaps some traveler in those regions may be able to find this very interesting meteorite, and I shall, therefore, transcribe what he says of it. In reply to my inquiry, whether he felt confident he could again find this mass of meteoritic iron, he says in his letter of May 1, 1860:

"There cannot be the least difficulty in my finding the meteorite. The western face of Bald Mountain, where it is situated, is, as its name indicates, bare of timber, a grassy slope, without projecting rocks in the immediate vicinity of the meteorite. The mountain is a prominent landmark, seen for long distance on the ocean, as it is higher than any of the surrounding mountains. It would doubtless be best and most economical to make a preliminary visit to the locality, accompanied only by the two voyageurs4/ alluded to in my last letter."

Apparently Evans thought about the ownership of this meteorite, for, after consulting the General Land Office and the Indian Bureau in Washington, he concluded the title was vested in the Indians, the land not yet having been ceded to the United States. Evans continues, according to Jackson, by saying:

"As to the cost of transportation of the meteorite to Port Orford, it is difficult to make an accurate estimate. It is situated in a mountainous region, thirty to thirty-five miles from the coast, and the only access to it is by mountain trails. It might be removed in pieces from one hundred to one hundred and fifty pounds in weight on pack mules; and accurate measurements made of the whole mass without great expense, say from $1,200 to $1,500. But to remove it entirely would either be impractical or involve great expense, unless indeed a river which passes the base of the mountain (Sixes River), and empties into the Pacific, should prove navigable for a raft of sufficient size for its transportation. There is water enough, but it

4/ Two of the Canadian Frenchmen employed by the Hudson Bay Company.
is no doubt much obstructed by fallen timber, and may have rapids, which it would be difficult to pass over with such a heavy load. In either mode of transportation my first duty would be to explore this river."

In another letter (not dated) to Jackson, Evans said:
"As to the dimensions of the meteorite I cannot speak with certainty, as no measurements were made at the time. But my recollection is that four or five feet projected from the surface of the mountain, that it was about the same number of feet in width, and perhaps three or four feet in thickness; but it is no doubt deeply buried in the earth, as the country is very mountainous, generally heavily timbered, and subject to washings from rains and melting of snow in the spring, so that in a few years these causes might cover up a large portion of it. The mass exposed was quite irregular in shape. . . ."

In another letter (not dated) Evans said:
"The locality is about forty miles from Port Orford, in the mountains which rise almost directly from the coast, only accessible by pack mules. But each mule might carry three hundred pounds weight, and if required make several trips, to secure the whole mass. It would, however, be necessary to take along suitable tools, to separate the mass, which might be desirable, be adjusted together afterwards. But I should suppose that each institution, which might furnish the funds, would desire a portion of the mass."

Jackson said that "every possible exertion was made in Congress, and with the departments at Washington, to induce the government to take measures for procuring this very valuable meteorite, and to cause it to be placed in the museum of the Smithsonian Institution, where it could readily be examined by scientific men, but Dr. Evans' death and the present unhappy state (Civil War) of the country seem to prevent the realization, for the present, of this enterprise."

Dr. Evans' log, a hand-written document stored in the Smithsonian's files, described the 1856 journey in the Port Orford region but contains no mention of a meteorite. Consequently the foregoing paragraphs give all the information that is available on location and size of the "missing" Port Orford meteorite. More recently published reports by other writers are largely recapitulations of former accounts.

**Pointers to Keep in Mind While Reading Evans' Log**

When reading the portion of Evans' log describing his travels near Port Orford, one should keep several possibilities in mind before forming an opinion about the reliability of the information given.
(1) In reading the existing copy of Evans' log one is impressed with the fact that nothing is said about seeing or collecting anything like a meteorite. This omission suggests that there may be a missing notebook with some comments about the rock specimens Evans collected on this trip. Such a record logically would remain with the specimens, or be turned over to the office from which Dr. Evans obtained support on his trip.

If it is assumed that Dr. Evans saw the meteorite, and failed to record it in the existing log, it does not prove he did not record the information elsewhere. If no other notebook of Dr. Evans' is ever found, then the location of the point of discovery of this meteorite may always remain in this confused state. The Evans' log is not very informative. The existing log somewhat resembles an outline Evans possibly might have been preparing to use in writing a readable story about his travels.

(2) Dr. Evans' log, together with comments in his letters to Jackson, are all we have to go on to relocate the position of the Port Orford meteorite. No one has established whether or not the handwritten log is the original copy and, as explained below, the majority of it is not in the handwriting of Dr. Evans. It could be a log transcribed by some member of the party.

The log is an unbound, hand-written document, measuring 12 1/2 by 8 inches. Its appearance indicates that someone was transcribing a previous document and had difficulty deciphering portions of it. Surely an experienced explorer, such as Dr. Evans, would not carry unbound paper into the field to keep notes on.

To better appraise the reliability of this document the Library of Congress supplied samples of Dr. Evans' handwriting of about this same year. Four pages were obtained and used as samples of Dr. Evans' script and were compared with 14 pages from the Evans log. Incidentally, five of the 14 pages were descriptions of his travels from Port Orford across the Rogue River Mountains.

The handwritten material was taken to the Federal Bureau of Investigation's laboratories for study. Their report states that "the majority of the handwriting of Evans' log in the Smithsonian's library was not written by the writer or writers of the specimen supplied by the Library of Congress as a sample of Dr. Evans' handwriting."

This finding does not disqualify the authenticity of the records but it evaluates them more accurately. The persons transcribing a previous record perhaps were instructed to omit the sections dealing with specimens or there may be another record book with data about Evans' collections.

(3) Dr. Evans may have taken a side trip from Port Orford prior to the journey described in the log. If the meteorite was obtained at that time, he might purposely have omitted it from the log.
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(4) The meteorite, as Evans suggested, may have been covered by a landslide since it was seen.

(5) Port Orford, between 1850 and 1860, was a small seaport. The chief interest of the inhabitants was the development of the country and most folks were prospectors looking for outcrops of gold or other precious metal. Prospectors were working in the area before Evans got there. If one of them had located the meteorite, he either would have assumed it was iron ore or a precious metal, like silver. These men were keen enough to realize that iron ore in this remote place would have little value, while a silver strike would mean a fortune. Hence, the finder of such a specimen would probably think he had an outcrop worth investigating and would return to civilization to find out what he had. Such a prospector might have given someone in Port Orford a piece which later was given to Evans.

An Attempt to Follow Dr. Evans' Trek

During the summer of 1939 Henderson hiked the trails from Powers, Oregon, to within sight of Port Orford. The purpose was to determine how accurately Evans' route could be followed, using the log of his travels, and to try to find the meteorite. The log was discussed with personnel of the U.S. Forest Service, both in the field and in their regional offices, and the consensus was that the trails shown in Figure 2 are as good an interpretation as can be made of Dr. Evans' journey through this section of Oregon. Our confidence in the route was strengthened by the fact that although some simplification of old trails has taken place, generally speaking existing trails follow the old one. Prof. J. E. Allen, Department of Geology, Portland State College, Portland, Oregon, also reconstructed a map (Lange, 1958) of Evans' route basing his locations on Evans' log and referring to modern topographic maps. The two trail maps agree fairly closely.

The portions of Dr. Evans' log describing the trek from Port Orford across the Rogue River Mountains is reproduced, followed by Henderson's comments, which are underscored.

Route from Port Orford across the Rogue River Mountains:

"Started Saturday, July 18, 1856. Started from Port Orford at 9 a.m. Bright and beautiful morning. Passed near Sawdust River three miles from

5/ These maps are the Agness, Langlois, Port Orford, and Powers 15-minute series (topographic). They are available at the U.S. Geological Survey, Denver Federal Center, Denver, Colorado, for 30 cents each.
Figure 2. Dotted line indicates the trail Dr. Evans possibly followed; the circles are the places he camped on the nights of July 18, 19, and 21, 1856. This map was produced from data obtained from the Langlois and Powers, Oregon, maps of the U.S.G.S., 1954; also, from the U.S. Forest Service map of Port Orford Ranger District, Siskiyou National Forest, Oregon, September 1936, on which map Henderson traced his trail when he hiked from near Powers, Oregon, to within sight of the junction of the Sixes River and Crystal Creek.
town, through the woods four miles to Elk River. Saw small prairie, fine site for a farm. Passed through small prairies on Elk River, such prairies are occasionally found on this river as you ascend it; passed through two other small prairies. Finest white cedar trees all along the route in great numbers. Two miles further on crossed the Sixes River. Sandstone exposed along its shores. (Evans' distances do not agree with those scaled on present-day maps because he probably had no accurate way for measuring distance; also, his routes likely were more irregular than existing trails.) As we proceeded we crossed two high elevations, mountain ranges; our way has generally been along the divide between Elk River and the Ocean, running in a north west and S.E. direction. The woods are filled with a luxuriant growth of grass resembling timothy and this region would afford pasturage for thousands of stock. On a high divide fourteen miles from Port Orford saw an exposure crowning its summit, of fine grained grit or sandstone. This is the only exposure of rock in place met with on the route except before noticed. At 3 p.m. reached the summit of the highest elevation yet crossed on which is situated a large prairie of excellent grass at least eighteen inches in height. Passing along and up a still higher ridge, the light colored sandstone appeared in place. Had a magnificent view of the ocean to the N.W. and S.E. Sixes River is much larger than is laid down on the maps and Floras Creek much shorter. On our route we headed the latter whilst a fork of Sixes River overlaps it, and its valley appears on our right. (Evans seems to be advancing upstream along Crystal Creek from the Sixes and traveling in a general direction toward Eight Mile Prairie Mt.)

"The ridges on which we are traveling must be at least 1,000 to 1,200 feet above the ocean. Camped at a small spring surrounded by hills. The grass at least two feet high; along our route for the last six miles all through the tall fir, cedar and hemlock trees, the ground was covered with this luxuriant growth of grass, mingled with wild flowers. Blackberries and other berries were plenty on the slopes of the ridges. Distance traveled eighteen miles. (Surely Evans measured distances along the trails and not as a straight line from where his day's travel started. Thus his estimate of 18 miles by winding trails probably is something like 8 to 12 miles airline distance from Port Orford. After passing to the south and east of Grouslous Mountain he apparently camped on the night of July 18 near Edson Butte. Edson Butte is situated approximately 42°52' N., 124°20' W. and is about 12 miles airline northwest of Port Orford.)"

"Sunday, July 19, 1856. Started at 7-1/2 a.m. Our route for eight miles was along ridges covered with fine grass and flowers mentioned yesterday. On the different slopes every variety of spring and fall flowers. Passed through a chain of prairies, some of them several miles in extent, which like open woodlands were covered with grass three and a half feet
high – timothy and other grasses. The highest ranges run, a little west of north, and south of east, as our course is north of east we have occasion-
ally to cross from ridge to ridge by connecting ridges of lesser elevation, sometimes to descend to the bed of small streams. Crossed a fork of the Sixes River at 11-1/2 a.m. (Within 3 hours after leaving his camp of the 18th, Evans arrived at a fork of the Sixes River. South and southeast of where I assumed he camped on the 18th, there are several small streams draining into the Sixes. If Evans referred to one of these as "a fork of the Sixes," then he pushed south from where we indicated he camped. Thus, Evans went in a different direction than the one he reported.)

"The trail follows the ridges as far as practicable and consequently our course from their direction is a winding one. Almost all the higher summits had rock in place, cropping out and crowning a considerable portion of it. Talcose slate seemed to be the prevailing rock, and the other slates seen on the shore of the ocean; also a light colored sandstone, and the compact or ashy colored rock seen on the beach. Outbursts of granite and trap or basalt were seen rising to a considerable elevation. Stopped on a prairie elevation for our horses to feed and rest. Saw marks and trails of elk all along the prairie, but not the animal itself. On almost every elevated ridge or mountain spur were seen exposures of rock just enumerated. Crossed two or three small creeks, forks of Sixes River, camped at 5 p.m. on a small creek tributary of Salmon River. (Evans camped after 8 hours on the trail and estimated his day's journey to be 21 miles. He averaged 2.5 miles per hour for the day, rather good for rough country and with some time out for observations. On this date or the next, Evans should have been about 40 miles from Port Orford, so if his 40 mile estimate is significant, this may be near the location he reported to Jackson for the meteorite. There are bald mountains near here but none is visible from Port Orford or from the sea.)

"The prairie in which we are camped is three quarters of a mile long by half mile wide, and very rich sandy loam; the grass, a kind of wild oats, is in places six to eight feet high and other grasses going to seed six or seven feet high. Timothy (wild) is very abundant in this and other prairies passed through, and is from three to five feet high; other grasses filling up the prairie and so dense as to render walking difficult is from two to two and a half feet, this is a fair example of the luxuriant growth of grasses, not only in the chain of prairies through which the trail passes, but on the ridges and intervening slopes between them. The climate is delightfully cool and bracing. The woods are filled with elk, deer and black bear, and there is no want for meat. Mr. Bray at our present camp had returned to his home but two days previous to our arrival, and had already two hang-
ing up in his log cabin, so he said help yourselves for it is impossible for
me to eat it all and half an hour any morning will get me another. Distance traveled twenty one miles. (This places Evans in the vicinity of what is now known as the Powers Ranch, approximately 42° 48' N. and 124° 9' W. Mr. Bray's name is mentioned which may give another rather good reference point. Bray Mountain according to the Port Orford map of 1903 is located at 42° 46' N., 124° 7' W.)

"Monday, July 20, 1856. Collected a few specimens of grass. Amongst the grasses of this and other prairies is an abundance of mountain clover. The heads are not so large as the cultivated clover; the stalk is about two to two and a half feet high. The soil in this prairie is very good and produces fine vegetables. This prairie is nearly surrounded by high mountains, but there are other similar prairies hidden by tall trees in the immediate neighborhood; in fact the whole route is through a chain of prairies, some of them several miles long, along ridges covered with fine grass in the deep woods and occasionally in passing from ridge to ridge over high mountains. Noticed today a tree called chestnut oak. It has acorns like the white oak, but the foliage was more like the chestnut. Thermometer at 6 p.m. 48°.

"Tuesday, July 21, 1856. Started at 7-1/4 a.m. passed along two prairie ridges and woodland to a high and steep mountain estimated at two thousand feet in elevation, collected specimen of the rock along the route, talcose and other slates, gritty sandstone, granite, etc. The descent from the valley occupied one hour and a half. The descent to the gold mines of Johnson and others on the fork of the Coquille R. Abbott's branch, also occupied an hour and a half. The descent is much more gradual. The creek at the mines runs through steep mountains covered with timber. Saw a new species of laurel with rare and beautiful flowers. It seems strange to see in full beauty the flowers of early spring roses, etc. scattered along your pathway at this season of the year. Passed over a high (bald) mountain so called, but while of great elevation it is covered at the summit with most luxuriant grass and flowers. Thermometer at 12 m. 69°. The creek is bordered by high steep banks (mountains) its bed filled with large boulders of granite, gneiss, talcose and other slates, showing it to be to some extent a gold bearing region. But there is little quartz either in the rocks or in boulders, and the slate and other rocks, so far as has been discovered, do not contain many signs of gold. The distance to the Great Bend is only twelve miles from this place, but we have already visited the head waters of some of its small tributaries and collected specimens on the divide between this creek and Rogue River, which indicate the geology with sufficient certainty. Returned to Bald Mountain and camped. From our last camp to Johnson's diggings we had a mountain to cross at least two thousand feet in elevation. Distance traveled twelve miles." (The description places the Evans party in the vicinity of Johnson Mountain, along Johnson Creek.)
Bald Mountain is mentioned twice in this day's log, first, going, and second, returning to camp. If there is one day in this log that is critical, this is it. This day he specifically mentions collecting rock specimens - on the way to the mountain and on the Rogue River divide. The "Great Bend," unfortunately, could be the bend in the south fork of the Coquille River, Big Bend of the Rogue River near Illahee, or the bend in the Rogue River at Agness where the Illinois River joins the Rogue. The latter does appear to be a little distant.

An Appraisal of the Record

The record of the Port Orford meteorite is sketchy, to say the least. Because so little information is known, the situation lends itself to a wide variety of interpretations and we have perhaps introduced some more. Some writers appear to have purposely capitalized on the vagueness of the record, in order to produce a mystery story. These stories appeal to editors of popular journals and to the press. The reports on this meteorite, through a bit of literary legerdemain, gloss over or make light of the incompleteness of the record. Also, they have gone too far in stressing a greatly exaggerated value for this particular meteorite. No reason was given for the claim that this specimen has greater scientific importance than other meteorites. In view of what has happened, it is important to list the basic facts about the history of the Port Orford meteorite. They are as follows:

(1) A piece of meteoritic material, called the Port Orford meteorite, was found among the specimens Dr. Evans sent back from his travels in Oregon. This is about all we know. It was not established that this particular sample was found by Dr. Evans or given to one of his party.

(2) Evans was informed about the meteorite in a letter from Dr. Jackson. Jackson, in reporting this find to the Boston Society of Natural History on October 5, 1859, said: "Among some specimens recently received from Oregon Territory was a piece of meteorite." If he knew a locality, he surely would have reported it. On November 16, 1859, he read letters from Dr. Evans, mailed from Washington, which reported the locality. This indicated Dr. Evans supplied the information but the question is, from what source did Dr. Evans get the locality information?

(3) Dr. Evans had a map of the area because, on July 18, he stated, "the Sixes River is much larger than it is laid down on the maps and Floras Creek is shorter." This shows that other records existed.

(4) The size of the meteorite is a pure guess, because Evans said in a letter to Jackson, "as to the dimensions—I cannot speak with certainty." Then he gives dimensions.

(5) Jackson, in 1861, stated in his biographical sketch of Evans,
"...when his attention was called to the subject he readily remembered the position, form, appearance, and magnitude of the mass...."

(6) The largest specimen of this meteorite is in the U.S. National Museum in Washington. There are two other smaller pieces in museums in Vienna, Austria, and Calcutta, India.

What Is the Value of a Meteorite?

This is a complicated subject that we shall attempt to answer by outlining the points the U.S. National Museum considers in estimating the values of meteorites. Before going into this, it is important to make one point clear—meteorites have no commercial value, that is, no mineral can be extracted from them and sold for more than the same mineral obtained from other sources. Meteorites are scientific specimens and are valuable only for the scientific information they contain.

The importance of meteorites is judged from two different points of view: (a) the scientific information which may be obtained from them; and (b) the prestige the meteorite adds to the collection. Generally speaking, freshly fallen meteorites are more desirable than old falls. Since the Port Orford meteorite is now a reasonably old fall, this feature would undoubtedly reduce its scientific value.

Size. The reward for the recovery of a very large or a very small meteorite can be considerably less than will be offered for the finding of one weighing between 50 and 500 pounds. Very large specimens are costly to transport from the field and since funds for the purchase of meteorites are limited, not much money may remain for the reward after the cost of recovering the specimen has been paid. For small meteorites, the reward is less because there is not enough material for a complete scientific investigation. Generally speaking, there is a relationship between weight and reward, but this relationship is not directly proportional to the weight of the meteorite.

Form. The physical shape of the meteorite plays an important role in evaluating the specimen. Meteorites that fall in a fixed position become streamlined and the fusion crust on their leading sides usually displays delicate flight markings. Such meteorites are more highly prized than those which have tumbled as they pass through the air. A body which constantly changed position during flight usually does not have an interesting shape.

Broken specimens are less desirable than one that is complete and unscarred. Although some meteorites fracture or break on impact with the ground, many of them show little or no damage. Unfortunately, those who recover meteorites frequently do more damage to them than nature did. People often perform useless tests on the meteorites and the only thing these
tests do is to materially lessen the scientific importance of the specimens. Hence, the rewards offered for meteorites which man has heated, broken apart with a hammer, or contaminated with acid are less than for the undamaged specimens.

Degree of preservation. This is most important. It is impossible to estimate what condition the Port Orford will be in when or if it is found. If it has disintegrated through weathering (alteration), it has lost much of its scientific as well as exhibition value.

We know the Port Orford meteorite should be a pallasite and frequently such meteorites have a tendency to decompose. However, the present specimen of the Port Orford meteorite appears to be stable.

A reward awaits the finder of the Port Orford meteorite, or any other meteorite found on public land, but the amount of the reward for the Port Orford meteorite may very well be less than would be offered for the discovery of any other meteorite that is new and of greater scientific importance. Under no conditions will the reward approach anything like $2,200,000, the amount which has been publicized and is partly responsible for the present enthusiasm for, and interest in, the Port Orford meteorite.

The Ownership of Meteorites

The ownership of a meteorite depends upon where it is found. The courts have held that meteorites are the property of the owner of the land on which they fall, or are found, and the Antiquities Act, Public Law 209, June 8, 1906, specified that objects considered natural treasures are government property when located on federal land. Meteorites have been classified as national treasures.

The Smithsonian Institution maintains the national collection of meteorites, thus, it claims meteorites found on public land. In the past, the Smithsonian Institution has rewarded those who have recovered meteorites on public land and turned them over to the government, and calculated the rewards on the same basis as for meteorites found on private land.

If a large meteorite is located on private land, the finder, if he is not the owner of the land, should contact the owner and arrive at some agreement as to how the reward should be shared, before a public announcement is made about the discovery of the specimen.
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* * * * *
YOUR INVESTMENT IN TOMORROW

The forward thrust of America's mining industry—in new projects, in technology, in management, in the varied tools of the mining trade—requires the constant study and attention of all mining men.

The 1964 Metal Mining and Industrial Minerals Convention in Portland, Oregon, Sept. 13 to 16, is designed to keep you abreast of your industry's latest advances to meet the competitive challenge of the years ahead.

Take a look at the list of convention topics. You will hear up-to-the-minute reports by outstanding technical men on such varied subjects as exploration and geology, safety engineering, and transportation. Key members of Congress, officials of the Federal Government, and mining leaders will discuss political and economic issues of particular importance in this presidential election year.

Hon. Peter H. Dominick, U. S. Senator from Colorado, will give the opening address, to be followed by an afternoon session which will include speeches on labor relations by Sen. Karl E. Mundt (S.D.); Rep. John Dent (Penna.); and J. Mack Swigert of Taft, Stettinius & Hollister, Cincinnati, Ohio. Other sessions will cover mine finance, exploration and geology, and safety engineering. The public lands session will have as chairman Rep. Wayne N. Aspinall (Colo.) and will be addressed by W. Howard Gray, Reno attorney and chairman of the AMC Public Lands Committee. The oil-shale luncheon will feature a talk by one of the country's foremost authorities on the current status of that industry. Rep. Al Ullman (Ore.) will be a speaker on the session on taxation for mining executives, as will G. W. Welsch of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery of Dallas; William J. Nolan, Jr., director of taxes for American Metal Climax, Inc., New York, and Robert L. Ward of Kennecott Copper Corp., New York. Wednesday there will be a space-age metals luncheon, with an afternoon session devoted to gold, silver, and monetary policies, at which Sen. Ernest Gruening (Alaska) and Sen. Wallace F. Bennett (Utah) will speak.

The convention will offer two field trips, one by air to the Hanna Mining Co.'s nickel mine and smelter at Riddle, and the other to Albany, the space-age metals center of the West. Two special luncheons are planned for the ladies, including one at Timberline Lodge on Mt. Hood. Other convention highlights include the reception on Sunday, welcoming luncheon Monday, the Miners' "cruise" Monday evening at the Portland Coliseum with dinner and a show, and the "Speechless" banquet Wednesday with dinner, dancing, and a show.

Any wonder that we urge you to plan for Portland now? Make certain you attend the 1964 Mining Convention—your investment in tomorrow.

PLAN FOR PORTLAND NOW
STATE OF OREGON

Land withdrawals proposed by
Bureau of Land Management.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
AND MINERAL INDUSTRIES

EXPLANATION

Adminsitration Site
Recreation Site
Geologic-Archeologic-Botanic Site

DISTRIBUTION OF AREA WITHDRAWN
Administration — 0.6%
Recreation — 98.5%
Geologic-Archeologic-Botanic — 0.9%